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Abstract: Data Mining is the process of “Extracting” Use full information from large amount of Data. It is called the 

Data mining. Data mining is also called the knowledge discovery in Database today days Short Message Service(SMS) 

is the most popular  way to communication for Short message Service for mobile phone user because it is the cheapest 

mode of Communication compare to other. The advantages to this Fact some company or Spammer  used this service 

for  marketing and send the unwanted Spam message to cell phone user and create the disturbance in communication 

and also  consume the networked bandwidth  so decrease the network efficiency. To Avoid this Problem SMS  in this 

paper provide the Detail of  hybrid Approach for Spam SMS filtering using Booyer more and SVM Algorithms which 

will help to overcome this Problem. 
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I  INTRODUCTION 

In simple word Data Mining is the process of “Extracting” Use full information from large amount of Data. It is called 

the Data mining. Data mining is also called the knowledge discovery in Database [1] In Data mining various techniques 

are including like classification, Association, Clustering etc. today’s the Short Message Service (SMS) is the most 

popular and widely used by variety of Service for Communication like banking updates, agriculture information Flight 

updates etc.  In developing countries like Indian SMS is the Cheapest mode for Communication [6] since the mobile 

phone lunch we have Seen the an evolution of Device and Services provided by the mobile phone network Varity of 

Service is offered.  Sort message is Simple and cheapest way to communication [4] Million of people Send the SMS for 

communication in daily life but the main Problem of user is Spam SMS. [9] The Definition of Spam SMS does not very 

much in Case of Emails or SMS Spam in simple word the it can be Describe as “Unsolicited Bulk Message” these are 

unwanted for the user Sent by Samper [8] due to low price the company and Spammer used this service for marketing 

and promotion. This message is not use full for user and its message is consume the networked bandwidth so it reduced 

networked Efficiency. So the main objective of the Spam SMS filtering to reduce or blocks the unwanted message 

Send by the Spammer. This paper is organized as follow Section II introduction to the Spam SMS filtering. And 

Section III Literature Survey, IV Proposed Method. V Conclusion and Future Enhancement. 

 

II SPAM SMS FILTERING 

The Definition of Spam SMS does not very much in Case of Emails or SMS Spam in simple word it can be Describe as 

“Unsolicited Bulk Message” these are unwanted for the user Sent by Samper [8] is Send to the user for the marketing 

purpose, for promoting and Advertisement. The Disadvantage of the Spam SMS is it is unwanted and meaningless for 

the user and it is not Delete without open. Different Techniques are used in Sam SMS filtering are used for the Spam 

SMS filtering  some  the most popular algorithms are K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN),Support vector machine,(SVM) 

Naïve Bayes (NB),Black list/ white list  

III LITERATURE SURVEY 

There are many approaches have been used to Spam SMS filtering using data mining techniques. Some of this are 

presented here.  

In [2] Authors have used spam detection techniques which increase in effectiveness in the face of consolidating their 

power and robustness. The arsenal of new solutions to fight against these phenomena evolves as dynamically as the 

spam tricks, with the most important statistical analysis or machine learning. They have precisely discussed the main 
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approaches, on which these algorithms are based, as well as their weaknesses and strength for detecting spam. In order 

to convert perceptual level into practical, we have investigated two most widely used ML algorithms on webspam-

uk2007dataset. 

In [3] this paper Authors presents a new Anti-Spam system for detecting spams SMS messages in mobile phones. This 

method can also be used on other devices such as PDAs (Personal Digital Assistant) and Pocket PCs.Despite the 

mobile phone limitations, this method can be easily run on a regular mobile phone because of lack of any complex 

processes. In addition, there is no need to have color-display mobile phones because the pictures are black and white. 

In [4] Authors   have calculated the deviation of accuracy between English and Chinese text DF and IG with equal 

probability. Both algorithms received lower deviation with dimmer contrast .That indicates both DF and IG are stable 

with English and Chinese text classification in the experimental environment. they also generated the expectation of F-

measure with equal probability of EN and CN over k_ NN and DT in 5 different scenarios. English text received higher 

expectation than that compared to Chinese text classification 

In [5] Authors have used Bayesian Method to Spam SMS Filtering SMS has become an indispensable tool in people’s 

life. How to help people effectively anti spam SMS and create healthy, harmonious and ordered environment has 

become a new research hotspot. On the basis of learning Bayesian Learning Theory, this thesis mainly researches 

Bayesian Classification Model and Bayesian Decision based on the minimum risk 

 

.       In[6] this paper, Authors propose an anti -spam frame  worked  based on the hybrid of Content  based filtering and 

challenge response A message is classified uncertain through the Content based filtering is checked further by Sending 

the Challenge to message Sender an automated spam generator is unlikely to Send back  a correct response which case 

the message is classified as spam 

 

In [7] this Paper They proposes network-based online detection method for SMS spam messages. The proposed scheme 

uses robust text signatures to identify similar messages that are sent excessively in the SMS platform and is robust 

against slight modifications in SMS spam messages. Additionally, the method uses a fast online algorithm which can 

be deployed in large carrier networks to detect spam* 

In [8] Authors have used an Algorithm based on the traditional balanced window algorithm the System has been  

increased in many aspect that useful to get high Result  for Spam filtering  design to process row  text materials without 

the more time consuming word Segmentation for Chinese and most importantly to be easily extended to multicast 

pattern by extending the Original window to multiple classifier.   

[9] In this paper, pattern-matching algorithm, also called as BM algorithm, was used to develop the real-time (RT) 

SMS spam filtering system. The details of the BM algorithm, the design Method as well as the work flow of the RT-

SMS filtering system.   

IV PROPOSED METHOD 

 

 
Figure:1  Proposed Method 

 

First data is gather for the work flow then Apply the Preprocessing Step like remove non later word, question mark etc 

then if message come with the back list database directly classified as Spam otherwise go for the text matching process 
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using the booyer moore text matching Process then this Result  is apply to the SVM classifier then finally SVM 

classifier classify the Message based on the threshouding   Message is Ham And Spam 

 

 
Figure:2 Boyer Moore & SVM: Relationship between Dataset and Accuracy rate to classify spam SMS 

 

 
Figure:3Accuracy Graph using the  Single SVM and the   combine boyer moore & SVM Algorithm 

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

In this Paper we have seen the Spam SMS filtering techniques for Mobile Short message service.  Here we have Seen 

the Accuracy of the Single SVM algorithm is increased using the hybrid Approach with the Booyer more algorithm. 

And we the approximately 89% accuracy. Of the Ham and Spam Text SMS filtering.  This method we can also used for 

Gujarati and Hindi Text SMS.  
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